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This paper deals with the allocation of resources c’vtr time by a monopolistic firm between 
growth of the Qroddw ca~acky and growth of the ma&et-demand capacity. As the demand- 
creation r&tions follow an s-shaped curw& diffcreat Qh&W$ in the behavior of the growing firm 
are conceived in which investtnent cycles occur botb in productive and demand-creation 
activities. 

The paper analyzes the case of homogeneous resourcczs as well as aonhomogeneouci rea 
MHxTLxLp. It is &own that in grmral the phases in the behavior of the growing firm are presenM 
in both case, In the homogeneous case, when there are investment activities in both tygxs of 
capital, it is shown that the firm will aihxate its feaot%x$ between the two activities in such 8 
way that the ratio cf the rate of growth of demand price {with respect to demandcreation 
capital) and the rate of growth of output (with mt to prsductive capital) will be equal to 
one pllrs the reciprocal of the el&city of demand and will, therefore, ‘be bounded between 
zeroandonc 

1. 

A monopotistic fnm makes decisions over time about the allocation of its 
resources between investments in the production process and investments in the 
selling prurxss, Within a static framework, there is extensive literature on the 
subject; refmmxs can be found in Hahn (1959), Dorfman and S’Leiner (1954), 
Hieser and Sojxr (1966), and Ball (1968). NerXove and Arrow (1962) formulated 
and anal- a dynamic model for a monopohstic firm facing a demand law 
influenced by ad~s~ng. In their model they assume that there is.a stock of 
goodwill measured in units having a price of $1 .tXI so that a dollar of advertising 
expenditure increases the stock of guodwih by a tike amount. Even though they 
initially formuiated the problem as a functional one in advertising 2nd price, 
r&y then reduced it to a functional one in advertising alone. IXymes (1962) 
extended the same model to include investment in productive capital as well. 
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Thompson and Proctor (1969) analyzed the behavior of a monopolistic firm 
encompassing investments, output prices, informative advertising, and brand 
advertising; their model is basiailly linear in its structure wit&h a linear demand 
function and a fb& coefficient production function. 

A .number of economists [Gould (1968),Treadway (1%9),and Lucas(1%7a, b), 
for exampk~ reatntiy contributed analyses using the ‘cost of adjustment* argue 
ment to obtain & ~n~~ent~~~d.f~on for the competitive firm. Gould 
(1970) applied this approach to optimal advertising policy but retained the 
assumption of com#etitive concllitions in the‘product market; he did not take into 
consideration investment in productive capital. 

Jaoquemin and Thisse (1972) show that it is not necessary to assume a non- 
linear cost fun&ion in order to have the priaa of goodwill change over time. They 
established that the Nerlove-AWOW theorem (a ratio of a stock and a fiow) is not 
the direct dy&imiti c~Unte@art of the Dorfman-Steiner theorem (a ratio of two 
flows) and is a special ti of a more general expression where the price of 
goodv;rill is not assumed to be equal to unity. 

:Ln our present model we use an approach similar to the one adopted by 
Ho&man et al. (1973) in analy&ng the demand for investment in productive and 
financial capital and,apply it to the relations between demand creation and the 
growth of a monopolistic &z& 

As the demandwtion relations foliow an S-shaped curve, different phases 
in the bezEavioroft~growingfinnaraoonceived. 

In the early stages of growth, all resources are invested in the expansion of the 
&m’s pr&ction capacity; there is no activity in demand creation. This phase 
is :foUowed by a second one in which ah investments are &ann&d to demand- 
creation capital. In this phase the Brm takes advantage of the inereasmg mar- 
ginal returns to demand-creation capital by diverting into demand creation some 
of the existing produ@ve resources acquired during the first phase. In the last 
@ase the firm chooses to @vest in both types of capital, The steady state is 
tea&& in the last phase in ragions of deereasing marginal returns to both types 
of capital, 

Regarding the optimal dynamic path, it is shown that operatic2 in a region 
.where the s&e&le of demand creation follows an S-shaped cur* will result in 
,tuf. ~~~~ cy& in produotive capital: Fositive investment Sn the first interval 
is fo!lowed by disin~tment in the se&xi interval; then there is a renewal of 
inWnWtt in productive capital in the last interval T& cycle in demand-creation 
capital, on the o&er hand, is characterized by zero investments in the &st 
fa~terval folfoated by positive investment at an increasing rate through the 
foll‘owrfng it@cr~rI~ although, during the last interval, the rate of investment 
Itruts to aeCr~. fnves~~t h demand mtion after it starts is always con- 
tinutou5, oont rary to fnvestment in prodtive capital. 

When there are investment or di@nves@nt activities in “both types of (;;spital 
(brhases IT and ILL), it is shown that the Dorfman-Steiner theorem is replamd by 



the following: A firm which can influence the demand for its product through 
direct allocatian to demand-creation capital will allocate its resources between 
this type of capital and productive capital in such a way that the ratio of the 
rate of growth of demand price (with respect to de,mz;ld-creation capital) to 
the rate of growth of output (with respect to productive capital) will be equai to 
one plus 3e reciprocal of the elasticity of demand and wi!i, thtrefore, be bounded 
between zero and one. 

In th . last section the assumption of homogeneous resources i:. rela.xed, and 
different rates of depreciation as well as diflerent costs of adjustments are 
assumetf in the two types of stocks. It is shown that in general the three phases in 
the behavior of the growing firm are preserved. 

2, ThemoW 

Let K denote the stock of resources utilized in producing the quantity sold 
q. The production function q = q(K) is twice continuously differentiable where 
qK>O and qKr<O. The assumption that production is a function of oniy one 
resource, which may be interpreted as a production function with fixed pro- 
portion between capital and labor, is adopted here since it simplifies the exposi- 
tion considerably and allows us to concentrate on the main problem of allocation 
between production and demand creatian. 

The firm may divert part of its resources (human and non-human), such as 
skillful labor, research personnel, and equipment and buildings, to departments 
that either involve them~selves directly with the promotion of saies @Iiesl,r and 
Soper (1966)1/ or are involved in research and development (R&D) of the: product, 
i.e., changes in the quality of the product holding the output constant. Let A 
denote this type of capital which is devoted directly to, demand creation, and let 
the demand reiations be defined by p = p(q,A). The price function is twice 
continuously differentiable with ps -E 0, psia < 0, and I;‘~ > 0. The second partial 
dif%rentiat pnA beha~s as described in fig. I ; it is first positive and then 
changes to negative at infleetion point (ia). 

The assumption of S-shape4 relations of demand creation has both theoretical 
and empirical bases [see the discussions in Rae (19?0) and EIieser and Soper 
(19&Q]. The state of the firm is described by the two variables K and A whose 
rates of change over time are given bv: 

where f d~~~t~ gross ir,;&ment in ?r~du~tive c;tpit,al and u denotes cxnrent 
outtays in ad~rtising~ R&D, and any other expentiitures that directly influence 



firms -allocating their human resources between the consultati~m semices and 
drafting new Gents, etc. The assumption of equal rs~es of depteciatim simplifies 
the cakmlatiorts m&dera?Ay; however, in set&ion 5, wku tit- assm~tion is 
relaxed, it is shown that the phases iu the behavior c;T the firm rem5 essentially 
the same. 

The cash flow during each period of the fum is tlm? 

where c JS a+?, the total gross inwmmnt at period t. The ‘acI&txr.ltr;nt cost,’ 
function w(c) includes the price of capita: as well as the cost of atljustments and 



is &fined by liu(c)$O for ~$0 where w,>O and w,,>O for all values of c.2S3 
Thus, the maximization problem of such a firm can be stated as follows: 

and 

A+&$, A(O) = Ao. 

This is a problem of calculus of variations where the stite variables are K and 
A and the controls a~ Iand ai4 

“IBis fan be made mom explicit by assuming the cost component in the ftmction to be 
equal to z*c wbem t is the price of capital in the market. If the capital market is comgetitive 
.and z bas a fixed value, tbt rtmction w(C) has the following shape: 

At the point C CD 0, w, = z, the adjustment costs divert the function W(C) from its tangent at 
C=OaSCirXXCSWS or d-see. If the capital market is imperfect, the deviation from the 
tangentisincnasod. 

Wte same model may describe alternatively a firm which allocates its skilled labor between 
production and dentan& creation, other resources being fixed. Note that, if this approach is 
adopted, even though labor is hired, it is considered =rs a stvck of human capital. This may be 
the case in a f_3rm which supplieS serGccs only, and its Cmployces MYI not find as a matter of 
policy - ng., tha IBM Gxlxxation. The prosptxtive employee needs special training which is 
taken into account in the adiustment costs, and his ‘price’ is measured by the discounted value 
of his future salaries. In cast of budget cutting, the firm gaina the discounted value of all future 
sabuies which the &red employees would have received after deduction of costs of adjustment 
caused by ~~t~~~ scents and other frictional costs. We assume that the adjustment 
costa of recruWg new anplo_yCe3 are the dominant factor so that the adjustment costs of 
biting them between the diRerent departments may be ignored. 

*sac Arrow and Kwc (WO) and Fontrya@in et al. (1964). 



Note tit, if there is any production and sale activity by the firm, equality 
always hoids in (6b) and (6d); the only alternative is exit from tlrsl industrye5 
~s?~g the conventional negative-sloped marginal revenue c~krve (MRq), 
the= is a level of output, say go, such that 

JW&,P(q, W20, fwk&h3 
and 

MM% IQ, Ql so, for q&h ’ 
Tku also exists a value of productive capitalg such that 

4x(R)~&?MQ* P(q(RL 011 = P&i@) 9 01 l da 

where g@) eqo. 

If the initial state is such that AD,,<& and A, = 0, the followitrg system of 
equations holds: 

A = 0, P = 0, (7aI 

J = w,(l)* WI 

Conditions (7b) and (7~) have the usual interpretation: (7b) W&es that &a 
s~l4&0w p&e A@) must lx equated to the marginal crsst of i~~~~ in produ* 
tive capital at time t; and (SC) - irk integral form - ststes that A@) is the dis- 
00unted V&W at time t of later vxdues of marm product3 of productiv~2 
capital whioh, in turn, oquals - by (7b) - the immediate marginal oost of adjust- 
ment LTmdsq ;%69)$ 

5~~onat’tBebahaviorin~Iiascctioa(IaMtaXsok~~~(19g9). 



At K = & (6a) and (SC) become equalities and the firm starts to invest in 
demand creation as well. The following system I.ff equations will replaoe (7), 

AI-DO, K+I>O, @a) 

1 = WC(C), (8b) 

1 = ~(~++-~~(K>~Rs[q(~), Al = A@++a.&, AJq(K), (8~) 

M9~&&M)~ d4l = UG) Ak (0 (8d) 

Condition (86) - in integral form - states that 1(t) is, at the same time, the dis- 
counted value of later values of marginal pra ucts of demand creation capital. 
Condition (86) describes the well-known eqararity of the values of the marginal 
products of the two types of capital. If we der ote qyx = !ay,Mx)(x/y), then (8d) 
can be rewritten 

From (9), we can verify that the ratio betwe,en the rate of growth in demand 
price resulting from investment in A and the mte of growth in output resulting 
from investment in K = 1 i-qN. From the C.ct rhat qw<O and the rational 
behavior of the monopolist in choosing such ciatputs that M&J&O, we have on 
the optimal path: 

os Rate ofgrowth in demand kc; with respect to A ( 1 
- Rate of growth in output v&h respect to7 S ’ 

I 

We now assume weak sepm&ility in the demimd relations which imply : 6 

* 

&Q,) = 0, (lob) 

Thus, under (IO), the left-hand side of (9) i!i a function f(K) of K alone; and 
the right-hand side is a function g(A) of A alone 

In fig, 2 we draw j(K) as a function of K uni:er the assumption of diminishing 
marginal products of productive capital ; and $[A), as a function of A under the 
assumption that p(A, q) for any given q, beh,tves as described in fig. 1. The 
relations between K and A on the optimal pi .th ~ibn be derived directly from 
fig. 2 and are described in the (K, A) plane b/r the segmented curve (Q-curve) 
in fig. 3. Let 

The mninpl of&e assumptions of wvdc sepambility is that, in the plane (p, q), the tangents 
to the demand cum~ far ditk-mt A’s but the SW-E q in %x-sect at the sam point; it is the same 
in the (p, A) plme for difTmnr q “s but the same A. 
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Then the segmented Q-sww can be divided isto three segments: 

s1 = ((X, 4): Q(K, A)>O, OgK&, A = C), 

S, = ((K A): Q(K A) = 0, &K& ogit SA,), 

S, = ~(~,A):~~,~) = O,R$Kz#,A&A~co). 

This lioeus divides the plane into two regions, If the initial resolve of the 
fkm (We laf Ke+Ae) are such that the firm starts in the region to the left and 
above the Q-curve where qKMRq >p,,q, the firm will move instantaneously to the 
right on a 45” budget line until it reaches one of the time segments of the Q- 
curve. This instantaneous movement is the result of the as: umption we made that 
transfer of human and non-human capital within tkefirm does not involve costs 
of adjustment,’ If initial resouxyes are such that the firm starts iu the region to 
the right and below, there will be an instantaneous movement on a 45” budget 
line in the opposite direction until one of the !ast two segments of the Q-curve 
is reached. 

Nc te that it is only along segments S, and S, that eq. (8) holds and functional 
reiations exist between A and X- th3 relations of one-to-one correspondence 
break down on segment St . On segment S1 (which coincides with the abscissa), 
q. (7) replaces eq, (8). The slope of the Q-curve along segments S, and 8, is 
derived from the total differentiation of eq. (9), under the assumptions of weak 
separability in the demand, yielding 

are cxxxes~~y the slopes of the curvesflK).and g(A) in fig. 2. 
&ahWing the sign of&(K), we assume the following: (I) i?r~,/~q < 0 resulting 

from the assumption of EL negatively sloped marginal revenue for all A, and (2) 
Q~>O and qEtt<O resdthg from the assumptions on the sign of the fh-st two 
derivatives of q(K). These assumptions and the fact that X > 1 + qw>O for 
K<R imply f~K)<O .or all values of K-CR where K satisfies (I +tt,) = 0. The 



sign of dA/dK will, therefore, be the opposite of g,(A). Note thak by the 3- 
sh@wrveinfig. 1, w~a@lmed~&4>oforA<a 

At A, CR in f&s, 2 and .3, th6 following M@@ holds: p_,Jp,, = p_& i.e., 
the elasticit@ of p & pd, both with mpect to R, arc +al; and we ConcluctO 

that g&)ggEoc* AS&&., VW, bn kqm2nt 8, the slop of the Q-curve .is 
negative and 6xkaks in its absoh& value until it reaches in&tity at A,. Scg- 
ment S,&arts from A,;with an it&ire& positive slope, dlcxseasing at iht’md 

alen increasiag. A~ - to winity while K approa~ x wtiuut km otf 

ge&wmiity* wr: a$sDrn that cufU< *- 1 at (R, 0). cNhuwise, ther@ will be rh 
subsegment W~MU O>d&S.K> - 1 w&h will represent a local minimum; W 
ikm wiil not stay on this subsegment but Wl move ~ns~~~ly to the k&k 
along the 45O budget rids until it r6aches Eiaa ‘right’ part on segment 8,. 

TIM optid besavior uf th firm is Mbcd by the nlovcmt dang the 

@omve from any irMaI stati (given hy its interscetion width a 45’ budget line) 
MWd a steady state which wn will QssUmt lies in segment 3.8 7he steady stat@ 
may occur on&j in segments 1 and ?. If it oazurs in segment 1, a steady statrt 
witt#rut der~~&~~~tig capital exists. Tha case in which tthe steady state is in 
segment3frfarn: Y$~~and*~~o~wasChosen to berepresentihona, 
-The Mrorrrssw &xWditk?ns for a steady&ate s5hJtion are derived from the trans- 
versa&y uunditions [eq. (t2)], and the existence of the steady state ensures a 
unique solution. A steady-stat8 solution exists if t!xm is a soliution in the positive 
plane (K, A) to the foltowing set of quations: 

wcMA+JQX~+@) = !?,(ly)~MK -0, 
(pAQ-W&4+K)J@+~~ R = 0. 

Un*r our assumptions, such a solution exists. 
If the firm starts from segment S1, K increases up to d, while Q(lu, 0) >O. 

Along the segment 8, , Kdecrearses; and A increases until the point A, is reached. 
At this point, both Kand A increase toward the steady state (K*, A*). Along S, 
and S3, Q(K, A) = 0 holds; note that, though K decreases along S, a the total 
resources of the firm are increased. This is demonstrated by the movement to 
higher equal wealth lines represented by the 45” budget lines (FP > W, s W,). 
On the other hami, if the fkm starts at initial wealth Ws) WI*. Kand A decretase 
monotonically; and the firm will move along S, toward the steady state value 
(P, A*). 

The following transversal&y conditions are additional necessary conditions 
[Chetty (1972, sect. 4)): 

iim &&O, hm Kd, eWC’ = hm A& eWC’ = 0. (12) ‘t-Ml t-K0 
Eqs.(6)aad(12)constituteGsetof~~conditionsfor.t6cBnnl~~b*~m. 

(For discussion as to whether the necessary rxrncxitions are also sufffcient, see 
$endix A.) 

WE 9&a& S&M W3 k zUx#.&& ?atcz F&S j$SSS &QrWm Etrc iabQ&&. 



The functicml wmspndeace hetwam Kand A makes it possible to construct 
altetbatiwly phase diagrams in either the (K, 12) plane or the (A, A] plane repre- 
sentisrg the patterns of optimal productive investment and optimal demaind- 
creation investment, respectively. To construct phase diagrams, we use the 
foliowing set of equations derived from conditions (8):’ 

aA 

I 

i?a 

an =- I A - cons~. a !A =con41. 
= l/wc(l+~), 

(13b) 

(13c) 

(1X) 

awl 
xi = r+a, (13g) 

K=const. 
A =const. 

where dAfdK = fK(K)fgA(A). 
The slope of the curare R = 0 in the (K, A) plane (fig. 4) and the slope of the 

curve A = 0 in the (A, A) plane (fig. 5) are determined by conditions (13a) and 
(13b), respectivefy, The slopes of the curves 1 = 0 (figs. 4 and 5) are determined 
by conditions (13~) and (13#, respectively. Since there is aa overlapping in 
phases in fig. 4, I!@. 6 is used for the exposition of the horizontal and vertical 
arrows in the (A’, A) plane. T%e direction of the horizontal arrows in figs. 5 and 
6 can be verified from conditions (Be) and (13f), correspondingly, and the 
direction of the vertical arrows from condition (13g). 

1x1 the analys’s that follows, we ~stin~sh between three phases which cor- 
respond on the &curve to the three segments. 
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Pitase I: If the initial amount of resources is such that the firm is on segment 1, 
the fkm starts at phase I where all investments are implemented into productive 
capital. This will characterize the optima.l demand for investment as long as 

a)PHASE 1 

b) PHASE 

Q(K, 9) r 0, From fig. 2 m’? f&. 6a, it is; clear that the f‘unl will expand f&t at a 
&wing rate and then at an increasing one. However, the rate of investment in 
~~~~G~i~ capital is accelerated in comparison with the case where demand 
ereatkm is imp-~&k, although at this phase no investment in demand creation 

c 



has as yet be& rade, Note ‘that & t&k ph& some of the Treadway (1%9) 
in&ences about optimal df, mand for investment in producti~ capital hold even 
though we deal with a mol::opolistio fb=m, espeoially if we are wiSng to assum 
without loss of generality thatflK) has a rising part at low vahm of K before 
obtaininfsthe~~eslapc~dthusa3fowsfordiffe~tp~uctionstructurcs.’~ 
At the level of& the firm moves into phase Il. 

Pkw II: At this phase (which coincides with sognmt S& the firm uses all of 
mits new msourcch md gmrts ofthe existiq rcsoums (aocumulrrte-rt in the form of 
lmxhMve capital at &w I) to build its dmund~tion capitail. I;t doing LO, 
the fh takes admntage of the in- nmqhal returns to demmd cmtlon, 
p,&J, dwribw by the lower part off@. 1. Along the optimal tra,$etory, mm- 
ditions (3) hold; and the values of the marginal products of both types ofoapita3 
are equal. The dynamic behavior of the Brm is de&bed by the plkas~ d@rams. 
The point (& x), where phasa I ends and phase II beg& is a disoontinuous 
point of the controls, i.e., Z ikxxmes negative from positive and II beooms 
positive from zero. Et is not a diffemthd point of 2(z), K(r), and A(t). A oyole in 
K(Z) begim at this stage where Kdeomses instead of incmasiw and it goes cm 
decreasing until the end of phase II is reached at point (& Jm), At this point, I 
acquires a zero value. The direction of the optimal trajectory in the (K, 4) plane 
is explained by the horizontal and vertical arrows in iIg. 68, and the dire&on of 
optimak investment in A is explained by the optimal path within phase n in 
fig. 5. 

Phgz U: In this phase both K and A in- toward their steady-state 
values [K*, A*). At early stages, beta rates ofr investment are inmasing though 
both g,(a) and&(K) are negative; the monopoist firm still has the advantages of 
~~>f) for A an and the -&atively high elasticities uf demand (X/q,). At later 
stages, as pAd changes to mgative and the elasticities of demand continua to 
diminkh, #and ld increase at a decreasing rate until a steady state is reaohed. 

If the initial amount of resmrces is such that the f2tn starts on segmmt 3, say 
at WJ>W*,bothKandAdmease until steady state (Ps A*) is reached, These 
processes can be verifted frcx figs. 4,5, and 6~. 

In the fohowing section, whiIe holding to our previous assumptions about *Thor 
form of production faction and the price-demand functjon as well as the 
separability assumption, we r&x the assumptions of the homogeneity of the 
resow allocated between ptmtuction and &mand. It is of great interest to 
oonsMer the rest&s of asmmin g (1) unequal la&s of dopmiation for the St& of 

?IIkGq for example, umk ilxnmkq# _rm.rns to !ic& in pm&C&& CO- may Ui>X 
~~the~aia~~Y(1969,pp‘23fi17)]tbattht&m~houl8kevetbafadu4by, 



productive capital and the stock of demandi-creation capital and (2) separate 
adju&ment costs for the two stocks of capital. 

Thus, the rates of change of the variables k: and A ovelr time are given instead 

by 
I(: = r-u& (la) 

A = u-qA, cw 

w&m ol and CT~ are the corresponding rates of depreciation of A and K. 
T&e two adjustment cxbst functions are f(ai) and g(I) \;vhere f[Oj = g(O) = 0, 

f&Oj :I- prier! of A = sl = constant, and g&I) J price of K 01: s2 = constant. 
An additional assumptiou that f,, = fe and gII = go is glpplied msin@ to simm 
plify the computations. (This assumption is not an essential one and merely 
assumes that a quadratic approximation of the functions is enough.) 

U&r the above assumptions,f(cl) and g(I) will be cwrespondin,gly 

f@) = sla+ f $ a’, 

go 2 
g(r) = s2l+ - 

2** 

(14) 

Now, applying the Maximum Principle by using the current value rLagrangian, 

L(A, K A1 f J2, a, I, B) err = m-flu)--g(Z)+&(~+-@,A) 

-f ~2(I-a,K)+fi(A~~.u), (16) 

(assuming that K ; ISI; section 3), the fol!owing set of equations is obtained : 

4 Sfat (17a.) 

,a, = gK, (Hb) 

.~&,(~+a,)-P& (17c) 

x, = R&f al) -q&R+ Wdj 

By differentiating (l7a) and (f7b) with respect to time and introducing the 
results in (17~) and (173, correspondingly, the following equations are obtained 
(assuming that \.he equalities hold) : 

fad =%L(aX~+w-P”A9r (W 

d = &-K~ i- 4 --aM’M (191 

Eqs. (18) and (19), together with (la) and @a), furnish the basic equations for 
describing the optimal tra~xtories in the (K, A) plane, ’ ’ But in trying to solire the 

f SFor the model pm.entcd in section 5, additionat work oil sufficimcy pro& is in orde;, 
gig& *:_ *_*A.* 14 Pnrcdl * r,*l%&ntrt;~ i t,* .rvu* wiu*m** m .iuw-rrr ~~int~~~~tRf~~~ti~~fa~n?~ti$ 

rlaaa~ynover~yiongpl\~w,~~hand~d~ttoiean thisamsidcWionforaIaterwork. 4 



problem @@&ally, we enootmter the dM&ulty ofredue& the four-dimensional 
plahe of a two-state w&able probkm (K* A, t* A) &to a ~~~~o~al plane 
(&.A);LT&is is done by ~~g~~t en135 of this plane; i.&, in 
t~~~;~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~ = OandA = Ogiventandd. 
Nevcrthetess, when the optimal path is &se&d, note that the movement is not 
neQessarily in a plaue irhere t and d are coestant but they may also change. Thus, 
thesingular curvcsR - OandA = Odjhin~~pPtafIG(RI;A)~,foreachpoint 
on the optimal path izt th# plw (K, A), there m two difkrent curves 
(& = G;A 7 O)~p~~thbgi~Ita~dfofthispoiat.Nottthatthcsin~Iar 
curves mcive ~~~~o~~y~~~~ jumpsJumps ark possibie if and only if 1’ and d 
jump, and these poidts of diJoontinuity should be l-ted in advance. In ger~ral, 
lo&f@ the sing&r m is not euough to cw the optimal behavior 
of &e s:rsten, and sp&i6e points or re$ons should be selected in order to 
characterize, the opthm&behaviorI For exampk if @?, A*) are the steady-state 
coordinates, chekingthe optimal path OR the lines K = K* and A = A* supply 
us with important information. 

Thus, checking the existmoe of a steady state should be a starting point of the 
analysis. At &is state* & = A = I= d = 0 a&, &roduced in the basic eqs. 
(lar),(2a),(~8)~nd(19),resuItinthecon~itions: 

[ ~~~~~~-1 [ ~~~~~d-1 

A n:ecessary ~x&ition for the existence of a steady state is that there exist P 
and 18* for which theequalities in (20) hold and also that, Pt P and .4*, Mm> 0 
and pAHI. We assume that steady state exists and proa 3 with the analysis of 
the dymunic path. 

The mapping of the conditional g = 0 curves, given 1, is derived from eq. (21) 
and de&bed in fig. 7, 



Eq. (2 la) describes the conditional singular cue ve 14 = 0 (given dl = O), (21 b) 
its slope, (21~) the shift of the curve caused by a c&ange ip t, and (2ld) the direc- 
tion of the movement described by the horizontal arrows (in fig. 7 the horizon&l 
arrows correspond to & = 01-t = 0). 

As 1 is increased, the curves shift to the right until the curve li: = 011 = t,,, 
coincides with the vertical line at K = K where, at &?$ MRq(A, l?) = 0 (note that, 
by the separability assumption, R is unique for all. 4). 

_- 
Fig. 7 

Similarly, for A = 0 curves given ci, we obtain 

(224 

Xn the case where pAA < 0, the signs on the rightvhand side of (22b) and (22d) 
are positive and negative, ~~~~~rn~y; but if p&*0 is large enough, the 
signs will interchange, The corresponding couditb>nai singular curves A = 0, 
L*,m 3 -.-.L.~-~t:haA :n fig, ~(~x:“~2)~3,@~ glwcil us it&F u&imlL- aa. 



Figs. 7 and 8 SqplJhs with info&xnation about the optimal paths the firm wiir 
sel&& &art& from an initial point (K-, do), the d&sion variables are d and t 
w~,~~~~~~y thecur~& = Oand& =U;and,themforrt,theinitiai 
&es of a and f, assuming continuity,12 will, in fact, d~~~~h&Aavio~ 
along -the optinuti p&h. Thus, ftir exampk, from the ctu=WWe ps 
map, it is clear that, if we start close to R = 0, the movement will ba diagonahy 
in the direction rif’the Kaxis and then either along the Kc& until a czztain Ievel 
of R is reached where A starts to increax+ or until p_r upward optimal path is 

Fig. 8 

encountered, which leads *.crward the steady state. Before we draw the map of the 
optimal path toward the steady state, let us consider fig. 9 where the (KS A) 
plane is dkided by the two lines vertical at A* and P correspondingly. Consider, 
first, the direction of the movement from acy point along the vertical line at 
A = A* but K<K*, Movement toward the steady state along this line (i.e., 
A = 0) is impossible since, then, Q = s,A and also b = 0 so that eq. (18) 
cannot hold. If a > a* = ulA, it is immediate that the right-hand side of eq. (18) 
will increase with respect to the steady state since K-z P and a r crl A. But at the 
steady stateS equality holds with d = 0; hence, for the eqcality to cantinu~ to 
hold, d has to be positive. In fact, sin= we started inSally with ~>a*, u will 



continue to incrase and will ncvcr reach 8 a;ld enter a diverging process. We 
thus have a contradiotion, *and a < aI A must liold as the vertical arrow shows in 
fig. 9. For K>KK” on the same lint using the same reasoning, the vertical arrow 
will show the opposite direction, The horizontal arrows can bc dcrivcd by 
applying similar arguments to cq. (19). Thus, all the information can bc sum- 
marized in fig. 10 where the optimal paths from different initial points are 
described. 

Wc note that either quadrant II or quadrant IV must bc used in order to reach 
the steady state (P, A*). The broken and solid lines trace the unconditi~naJ 
curves A = 0 andR = 0, respectively, which arc, correspondingly, the locus of 

Fig. 9 

all points on the optimal trajectory where A and& change their signs. Comparing 
the present we to the previous one, we not= that, the cycle of an initial increase 
in the produotivc capital (K) - in order to transform part of it !atcr into demand- 
creation capital - does not necessarily always occur when there are high adjust- 
ment costs involved. Mcwever, thi; influence of increasing marginal returns to 
dcm~d~tion capital Jrevents gw+vth in A up to a certain point. Mcrrzovcr, 
if the firm starts with an in&l pcsitivc level of A, it will depreciate it toward 
zero; then, from a certain point, A will increase at a very fast fate of growth, 
while K will either incrase at a slower rate or, exactly as in the pretious cae, 
depreciate. Thus, the cycles obtained in the previous model app~z in the 
extended model as wellV These di&rcnt phases in the behavior of the growing 
firm seem to be in close ageemcnt with observed facts. The economic reasoning 
is quite sintpfe. fn order to keep the stltck at its existi,ig level, the firm should 
invert the amount of the depreciated stock; and a reduction in the stock is 
achieved by zero level uf investment (tiegative net investment). If there is an 



excess in one of tlm stocks, negative net investment cmws and, in spite of the 
oust of ad&t@&, dif&mw in the correspo~g net marginal values of the 
two resowms feq. (ZO)] wilI cause %msumption’ of orte “sounx by the other 

mo~mmineratingrmo~ c 

---_A ~0 

e-2 .o 

- 0. F! 

Fig. 10 

The question of the sufkiency of the necessary conditi~us stated in eqs. (6) 
and (12) will be dealt with here. Note first that, if the iuitial couditions are such 
that the km star& either in segment I or in segment 3 and the steady state is in 
the same s+ggneut the &m started from, we certainly have a concave integraud; 
and the necessary conditions are also sufkient fArrowLand Kurz (197O,pp*45/6)]. 

In the general case, suiikieucy can be shown considering an alternative formu- 
lation of the problem stated in (4) : 

max f,” kg-- W(C)] eerr dt 
subject to : 

G= A-f-K, 

fG?zAZQ, 
0 = c-aG, 

and 
G+CZO. 
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l”hh prchlm CWI be sohi BS a two-stage maximization. At the hrst stage, a 
decision is made on the allocation of Kand A protided 6 is given; at the second 
stage, G and C are determined. The first stage is ;t simple static Kuhn-sucker 
problem, while the second stage is the actual control problem with one state 
variable and une control. 

The Kuhn-Tucker solution to the problem, maxpq, subject to Al + K = G 
andAhO,willbe: 

PAQ Sri&X& (A.11 

which is a version ofeq. (9) in the text. Equality will hold in (A.1) if and only if 
AfOandK$O. 

The equality condition will be necessary and sutficient (i.e., concavity of the 
objective function) if and only if 

By the assumptions *Aat the production function is concave and 1 i-qM>O, 
it is easy to verifir that all te*rrns except pAAq are always negative. The sign ofp,, 
depends on A. If A is such that, if equality (A. 1) holds and pA,,q> 2p,qR( 1 + q,,J 
--q:(a~~qlaq)-qRrMRq, then equality (A.1) is not a sufficient condition; by 
Kuhn-Tucker theorem, inequaMty wiil hold, i.e., A = 0, and the firm will be in 
phase I. 

If G is such that equality (A.11 holds, thoughp, > 0 since 

Puq c 2p.&l+ ‘tw> - q~@~JM’~q) -q&W?, 

then (A-1) is a necessary and sufficient condition, and both KS 0 and A > 0. This 
condition holds ilz phases II and III. 

The necessary conditions for the control problem are then 

W , = 1, WI 

x = A@ + b) - [c?Cpq)jdG], tA.3) 

where p4 is a function of C and, in phase 1, G satisfies A = 0 and @ = K. In 
phases II aqd III, A and K are related through eq. (9), and their sum is equal to 
G. Now it can be verified that No [the value of the Hamiltonian when c satisfies 
(A.21 in phase T and (A.21 and (9) in phases II and III] is a concave: function of G. 

In conclusion, there is an alternatve direct way iti calculate and compare al1 
possible solutions as described in fig. 3. The argumentation which has a sirong 
intuitive appeal runs as follows: A movement from any initial starting point 
toward the steady state involves moving from one 45” Iine to the next one in a 
way that will maximize *de cash flow function. Now compare this by calculating 
the cash flow values of all points along a given 45” line. It is easy to show that 
sh* - c :eh *rr* i La&W p43;nt i)r ,t&,%7*&D,. -I”**&. ..a 7” -a*-_ kr- n IW+UWWI thk line *and the Cr_cgne maxim&s the in& 

grand for a given 45” budget line which proves our asextiox Note, too, that, if 



part of segment 2 his a‘negathc slope of kss than 49, an immcxfiste adjustment 
occws in the fw& of A from zero to a certain positive amount. This is a clear 
exan@e ofjumps in t&t~tatc variable [Arrow and Kurz (19SOS p+ 51)). 
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